
VIII. Notices
1. Switch off the power after each use.

2. Remove the battery in case of no use for a long time.

3. No sound is alarmed if the probe is stationary forward a metal expect when

scanning over the metal.

4. For the wireless charger, please contact us directly for the original.
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Handheld Palm Sensitive Metal Detector
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Operating Instructions

I. Schematic 5 6 10
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1. Detecting face 2. Handle

3. Battery cover 4. Red alarm lamps, 2

5. Green indicator for ON indication 6. L Key for low sensitivity

7. H Key for high sensitivity 8. Key for acousto-optic and vibration switching

9. Power switch (OFF ON) 10. Buzzer hole

II. Applications
1. Electronic detection at airports, stations and harbors;

2. Safety inspection by the authorities of customs, police, frontier defense and

security;
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3. Quality inspection by the pharmaceutical, food and commercial sectors;

4. Safety inspection at important places and playgrounds;

5. Noble metal detection by the gold and silver jewellery firms.

III. Detection Range
1. Pin-----------------------------------------------------30—60mm;

2. Pistol-64----------------------------------------------150mm;

3. 6” dagger---------------------------------------------160mm;

4. Steel ball with diameter 20mm------------------90mm.

IV. Features
1. Highly sensitive;

2. Easy and simple to operate;

3. Detection range remains unchanged when battery capacity drops to 7V from

9V;

4. Power saving, continuous operation of at least 40hr;

5. The alarm is continually, automatically sounded when the battery exhausts;

6. Feature of ON, OFF signaling sound;

7. Options of High (H) and Low (H) sensitivity available;

8. Wireless charging feature, provided our original wireless charger is equipped;

9. Provision of acousto-optic and vibration changeover switch.

V. Replacing Battery
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1. Battery cover of the detector is knob type and may be opened with

anticlockwise action.

2. Insert the battery correctly as shown in the schematic.

3. Clockwise tighten the battery cover.

VI. Operating Instructions
1. Turn on the power switch (OFF ON) (9), the power is put through when the

sound "Di, Di, Di” is heard and the green indicator lights up.

2. After startup sound ceases, perform high-sensitivity detection by holding the

handle to enable the detection face to scan around the object to be detected;

when a metal is detected, the sound alarm is activated and the red indicator(4)

repeats flashing; when the scan stops, the alarm sound and the indicator go off.

3. Low sensitivity testing: if it is required to exclude small-sized articles from metal

objects, then press L key to scan around the area to be detected; no sound is

alarmed in case of small metals and will be alarmed as usual if detection face

closes to bigger metals. By doing so, small-sized articles are excluded from the

detection.

4. If you want to detect an extremely small metal object, H key can do this job.

5. When working with the detector in a noisy environment, you can press the Key

8, and will be promoted via the vibration at your hand area or by continually

flashing red indicator only, if any metal is detected.

VII. Regulating Sensitivity
1. This detector is the unit sparing sensitivity regulation and also wirelessly

chargeable with the provided wireless charger, which will set off a new around of

detection technique revolution! In the future, we will continue the release of new

products to make return for our customers.


